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APPENDIX A : PUBLIC FORUM

WAKEFIELD HOUSING MASTER PLAN



On Saturday, October 20, 2001 Wakefi eld’s Town Planner, Master Plan Committee, 
and their consultants, Abacus Architects & Planners, organized a full day public forum 
to discuss Wakefi eld’s housing issues.

The event was organized to solicit citizens’ ideas on housing needs and strategies for 
fulfi lling those needs that would reinforce the character of Wakefi eld.

The morning session began with a presentation on Wakefi eld’s neighborhoods and 
their defi ning characteristics.   Attendees then broke up into groups organized by 
neighborhood and discussed ways of meeting housing needs appropriate for each 
community.

The afternoon session began with a presentation on four proposed housing development 
strategies.  Four strategy-based groups were formed to suggest sites for these types of 
development.

Suggestions offered by those in attendance are noted on the following pages.
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SUMMARY OF PRESENTATIONS, DISCUSSIONS, AND CITIZEN WORKING 
GROUP REPORTS

I.       INTRODUCTIONS AND MORNING PRESENTATIONS

Introductions to the Forum were made by the Chairman of the Planning Board’s Master 
Plan Committee, Bob McLaughlin, and by the Town Planner, Paul Reavis.

Short presentations were made by each of Abacus Architects & Planners Principals:

Anne Tate opened the fl oor to the public, asking citizens to identify housing issues of 
greatest concern to the people of Wakefi eld.  A number of citizens spoke, identifying 
several key issues including:

•     Loss of affordability for everybody.  Rapidly rising housing costs are driving 
Wakefi eld residents out of their own market

•     Need for more senior housing, as well as more options in senior housing
•     Desire for housing development as a driver for revitalization 
•     Need to “expand the mix” —  rising prices challenge community diversity
•     Desire to promote cluster development (and a better cluster ordinance) as a tool 

for preserving open space
•     Need to balance need for new housing and need for open space

David Eisen presented a brief summary documentation of Wakefi eld’s housing need, 
including a number of charts showing who can and can’t afford to live in Wakefi eld.  
This information is more completely documented in the Housing Needs Assessment 
section of the Report.

David Pollak made a slide presentation of Wakefi eld neighborhood character and 
housing types.  This information is more completely documented in the Town Character 
section of the Master Plan.

II. MORNING NEIGHBORHOOD WORKING SESSIONS
Morning working groups were formed based on where attendees lived within the town, 
and were asked to talk about housing issues in their neighborhood.  They were instructed 
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to provide specifi c ideas for ways to address Wakefi eld’s housing needs that would most 
positively reinforce neighborhood character.  Given that development is occurring and 
will continue to occur in all neighborhoods, they were asked to make recommendations 
as to what kind, how much, and where.

WEST SIDE
The West Side group presented recommendations for three different neighborhood 
conditions:  the predominant fabric of single-family homes on residential streets; 
development opportunity sites in the single family areas; and housing conversion or 
redevelopment sites in the industrial areas.  

NEIGHBORHOOD RESIDENTIAL STREETS
•    The group felt that their part of town was almost fully developed with large older 

homes.  
•    They supported the construction of new homes on empty lots to fi ll in the residential 

neighborhoods.
•    Conversely, they decried the subdivision of lots with existing homes, where the 

side lot is sold off and another large house is wedged in, because it changes the 
character of the street.

•    They proposed allowing subdivision of “some” of the large houses into 
condominiums as an alternative to selling side yards.  The houses would need to 
continue to present themselves to the neighborhood (outwardly) as single-family, 
with appropriate treatment of parking (screening, parking around back).

•    There was concern about the loss of open space that is currently occurring, and a 
desire to preserve school sites and other Town-owned land for recreational use.  
Particularly, they were interested in the development of small “pocket parks” for 
neighborhood use.

NEIGHBORHOOD DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY SITES
•    The group identifi ed a range of sites throughout the West Side that they felt would 

be appropriate for new housing development, including:
•    Near the Senior Center.   The upper fl oors of the Senior Center have not been 

programmed and could be developed for housing.  In addition, at the end of 
Stedman Street is town-owned land that could be senior housing near the Senior 
Center.
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•    They identifi ed a “cluster site” on Prospect Street near the Westward School.
•    They identifi ed the Walton School site as viable for either new housing or 

conversion of the school to housing, although they also felt that at least part of 
the site should be maintained for recreational use.

INDUSTRIAL CONVERSION AND REDEVELOPMENT
•    The group was very supportive of conversion of the Spir-it complex to multi-

family housing.
•    In general, the group supported the redevelopment of the Foundry Street industrial 

area as new housing.

GREENWOOD
The Greenwood group began by listing the positive and negative aspects of their 
neighborhood.

Positive: Their own distinct neighborhood identity as a second “town center”;  
  Two neighborhood elementary schools; their own little “downtown”  
  on Main Street with train station, post offi ce, and shops; churches;  
  playgrounds; small lots and homes.
Negative: Drainage issues; inadequate parking for businesses; commuter rail  
  parking; Main St and Pitman St; affordable housing is too high-end;  
  many people are detached from the community.

The group’s recommendations fell into three categories:  preserving the neighborhoods; 
Main Street development; and open space and environmental issues.

PRESERVING NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTER
•   They like the small house/small lot feel of the neighborhood streets and would 

like to stop teardowns and the construction of much larger houses on the existing 
lots.  

•   They propose working with developers to make small homes (perhaps on smaller 
lots) in new developments, to keep with the character of the area

•   They propose working with developers to prevent blasting in sites.
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MAIN STREET DEVELOPMENT
•   They propose working with developers to focus most new housing development 

efforts on Main Street.  
•   They wanted to intensify Main St. by building housing above shops, planting 

street trees, creating a string of squares, bury utilities, and do more to maintain 
the historic buildings.  

•   They were very excited about new housing above commercial on Main Street, 
and identifi ed several good existing sites:
      Housing above Billie’s Roast Beef
      Housing above Dance Track
      Housing above Dutton Family Care
      Housing above Wells Fargo

OPEN SPACE AND ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
•    They were very concerned about blasting and the wholesale development of 

woodlands.
•    The expressed interest in increasing open space, identifying open space with 

signage, and adding trails and pedestrian paths connecting to areas such as Main 
St., the Town forest, and Crystal Lake.  

•    They wanted to keep the schools as schools, bring businesses into the 
neighborhoods, protect areas near wetlands, and get all the Town’s boards to 
work together to better coordinate their actions.

WOODVILLE / EAST SIDE
The Woodville/East Side group also began by listing the positive and negative aspects 
of their neighborhood.

Positive: Town schools; vocational school; Breakheart Reservation,   
  accessibility; Hart’s Hill; town-owned land; JJ Round; and Main St.
Negative: Traffi c; water and drainage concerns; lack of stores in    

  neighborhoods

•    This group was very interested in the idea of developing an extended recreational-
use greenbelt connecting town-owned lands, Breakheart, and other signifi cant open 
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space.  They suggested developing new housing to border and provide access to 
the green belt.  They proposed cluster housing as a good model to preserve open 
space, possibly even to add infi ll parcels to complete the green belt.  

•    They also wanted to bring businesses into the neighborhood so people do not need 
to drive everywhere.

•    The group proposed several specifi c sites for new housing development:
      Housing in “the Pit”
      Housing adjacent to (or in) town forest
      Infi ll sites.
      On large parcel(s) of Vocational-Technical High School land adjacent to 

Breakheart Reservation.

MONTROSE / LAKESIDE
•    The Montrose / Lakeside group had concerns about open space and blasting into 

hillsides.  
•    They like the working class character of lakeside and feel that ultimately there 

should be some historic districts in the neighborhood. 
•    Most development suggestions were in the “new town” area of Montrose and the 

Edgewater Offi ce Park.  
•    The group would like to see businesses brought to the Salem St corridor.
•    The group would like to see a greenbelt ending in the Edgewater Offi ce Park with 

a possible nature center.
•    The group would prefer new development in the form of cluster zoning and 

building conversions.  
•    They also felt that the Town Boards must band together and collaborate with 

developers.

SPECIFIC SITES:
• Mixed use opportunity near bowl-a-rama
• Melrose School conversion to housing
• Expansion of Colonial Point development
• Conversion of industrial to housing in offi ce area
• Identify pockets of land for development that would keep with neighborhood  

character
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DOWNTOWN
•    The Downtown group was in love with living downtown.  
•    They felt that the walkability, historic character and amenities made it a desirable 

place to live. 
•    They were concerned about civic buildings and functions moving out of the 

downtown, such as the YMCA and the post offi ce, as well as the erosion at the 
end of blocks by parking and defunct buildings.  

•    Strategies they would like to see employed are to restrict parking in front of houses, 
encourage porches, keep buildings close to the street, build at high densities, plant 
street trees, build aesthetic parking garages, and anchor the ends of blocks and 
vistas with civic scale buildings.

SPECIFIC SITES:
• Fleet Bank site to be parking and condos behind a historic re-creation of the Miller 

Piano Factory
• Housing to be built above stores on North Ave.
• Convert old Rattan Co. to housing
• Infi ll parking lots with townhouses
• Housing and mixed-use development at Mike’s Gym and the Junction.
• Verizon truck facility on Main Street.

III. AFTERNOON PRESENTATION
Anne Tate gave a slide presentation outlining a range of contemporary strategies for 
making good neighborhoods and good housing.

IV. AFTERNOON STRATEGY-BASED  WORKING SESSIONS
Groups were formed based on four different development strategies:

A. Main Street Development  
Building housing over ground fl oor commercial along Main Street(s), and  

 fi lling in the street fabric (missing buildings).
B.  Brownfi eld Development  

Building or rebuilding on previously developed or contaminated sites.
C.  Neighborhood Infi ll Development 

Building on open lots, decommissioned school sites, other undeveloped sites.
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D.  Open Land Development/Preservation  
Developing open land as well as setting aside, preserving, acquiring, or gaining 
(through cluster development or other means) land for the public realm.

The groups were to talk about how they would use these strategies throughout Wakefi eld 
to address the housing need while strengthening Town character.  Their assigned tasks 
included evaluating sites for both utilization and preservation, and setting model criteria 
for development.  

MAIN STREET DEVELOPMENT
   • The group identifi ed several general areas as being appropriate for main 

street development, including:
      Main Street
      North  Avenue
      Lowell Street
      Vernon Street
      Main Street in Greenwood at Greenwood Street/Oak Street  

   • The group identifi ed several issues of concern, including:
      Lack of parking
      Affordability
      Elevators
      Adequate size of apartments/housing for fl exibility. 

   • Tools for development that they would like to see used include:
      Keep parking behind buildings
     Set a height limit/requirement of 2-6 stories
      Develop 2-3 bedroom apartments so families can grow
      Maintain and follow historic preservation guidelines
      Create roof gardens. 

   • They also wanted to move Greenwood Train Station to give it more room 
and presence on Main St.

SPECIFIC SITES:
•     Reuse Mike’s Gym as multi-story mixed use development  with a “green pocket 

park” on top
•     2-3 stories of housing to be built above stores on North Ave.
•     Four Corners (Lowell St. at Vernon St.) to build housing over shops
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BROWNFIELD DEVELOPMENT
The Brownfi eld group wanted to create community-oriented developments with their 
own amenities (in areas of Town where amenities were not readily accessible).  In 
the spirit of cleaning up contaminated sites, they were also interested in some sort of 
environmental incentives for solar power, energy-effi cient designs, etc.

SPECIFIC SITES:
• Auto dealerships on North Ave. good locations for housing
• Industrial uses on North Avenue near train station for housing over 

commercial.
• Convert Lakeside offi ces to a mixed-use community development
• Convert Robie Industrial Park to 6 story mixed-use, mixed-income 

development with basketball courts, tot-lots, and accessible to adjacent park.
• Kytron building to be converted to housing or parking garage.
• Create mixed use community development with amenities on Foundry St. next 

to Crystal View Apartments.
• Convert Spir-it complex on Lake Street to housing
• The Hudson Bus site (Salem St. and Montrose Ave.) to become a mixed-use 

area.

NEIGHBORHOOD INFILL
•    The Neighborhood Infi ll group felt that neighborhood schooling may come back 

into favor, and that decommissioned school sites should remain open and public.  
They proposed using them as parks, leasing the buildings, or developing housing 
at the edges of these sites.  

•    They felt it would be appropriate to allow multi-family and condo development 
in single family zones along thoroughfares, but not in neighborhoods on single-
family streets. 

•    They supported allowing more accessory apartments as long as they were accessory 
to owner-occupied houses, followed design guidelines, and accommodated 
parking.  
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OPEN SPACE PRESERVATION
The Open Space group identifi ed areas to be preserved and existing open space to be 
developed. They also identifi ed tax title sites for land swaps.

SPECIFIC SITES:
•     National Garden to be developed as open space with possible buffer housing.
•     Preserve next to Saugus River
•     Greenbelt/ walking path from town forest, along Mill River, and up to Edgewater 

Offi ce Park
•     Oak and Holland could be a node and access point on the greenbelt
•     Development behind Hudson Bus
•     Development at Salem and Vernon streets
•     Development next to Walden
•     Development near Hopkins St
•     Development adjacent to Edgewater High Rise

A.9

FORUM OUTCOME
This forum served as an important resource for the proposals and implementation 
strategies that are outlined in the Housing Master Plan Document.
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APPENDIX B : MAPC MODEL BYLAWS

OPEN SPACE RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT 
OR CONSERVATION SUBDIVISION DESIGN (CSD)
MODEL BYLAW

Produced by the Metropolitan Area Planning Council
Boston, Massachusetts
August 2000

Funding for the development of this model bylaw was provided by the 
Planning for Growth Program of the Executive Offi ce of Environmental 
Affairs (EOEA).

Legal assistance in the development and drafting of this bylaw was provided 
by Mark Bobrowski, Esq.

Technical review in the development of this model bylaw was provided by 
Donald Schmidt, Principal Land Use Planner, Department of Housing and 
Community Development.

Assistance in the development of this bylaw was provided by the Green 
Neighborhoods Alliance.

Individuals and communities are encouraged and hereby permitted to 
produce copies of this model bylaw, amended as appropriate for their 
individual needs; provided, however, that subsequent public printings of this 
model bylaw (in its original form or amended) shall include the above noted 
information crediting the production of the original model bylaw to MAPC 
and its funding source, EOEA.
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This Open Space Residential Development or Conservation Subdivision Design (CSD) Bylaw1 promotes an alternative to the conventional subdivision of 
land. CSD augments the choices available to the development community. CSD cannot be used to mandate the “clustering” of lots within a subdivision. 
In order to fi nd a receptive audience with developers, CSD must be carefully tailored to fi t the landscape, The town’s regulatory capacities, and the 
requirements of the development community. 

This model tries to anticipate the many issues that face a community interested in adopting a CSD Bylaw.  Where substantive requirements are set 
forth, they are intended only to provide an example. The numbers ultimately chosen for your CSD Bylaw should refl ect careful planning beforehand. 
Where procedural choices are available, this model annotates the options to provide guidance in the drafting of a local bylaw. All of the options 
and annotations are in italics and are meant for the users education only. They are not meant to be included as bylaw text.  

Before adopting and implementing a CSD bylaw, municipalities should have in place a mechanism to receive and disburse funds for 
the technical review of the project by a civil engineer, traffi c engineer, wetlands scientist, attorney, and/or other experts. The complex 
nature of a CSD proposal necessitates some help from professionals. Typically, towns use the provisions of G.L. c. 44, s. 53G to require 
the applicant to provide such funds with the application for special permit or subdivision review. Among the
many towns that have adopted technical review fees pursuant to G.L. c. 44, s. 53G are Groton, Chelmsford, Dighton, and Clinton.

I. PURPOSE AND INTENT

The model bylaw identifi es those purposes that are common to all towns as primary purposes. Those purposes unique to a town are set forth as 
secondary purposes. Towns should incorporate, at a minimum, the primary purposes and select from appropriate secondary purposes in any proposed 
article for Town Meeting vote.

1.  The Primary Purposes for CSD are the following:
(a) To allow for greater fl exibility and creativity in the design of residential developments;
(b) To encourage the permanent preservation of [choose] open space, agricultural land, forestry land, wildlife habitat, other natural resources 
including aquifers, waterbodies and wetlands, and historical and archeological resources in a manner that is consistent with amunicipality’s 
comprehensive and open space plan, if any;
(c) To encourage a less sprawling and more effi cient form of development that consumes less open land and conforms to existing topography 
and natural features better than a conventional or grid subdivision;
(d) To minimize the total amount of disturbance on the site;
(e) To further the goals and policies of the [choose] comprehensive, master, and/or open space plans;
(f) To facilitate the construction and maintenance of housing, streets, utilities, and public service in a more economical and effi cient 
manner.
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As stated above, these secondary purposes are intended as suggestions, from which communities should choose relevant items.

2.  The Secondary Purposes for CSD are the following:
 (a) To preserve and enhance the community character; Metropolitan Area Planning Council Model Bylaw, August 2000 3
 (b) To preserve and protect agriculturally signifi cant land;
 (c) To protect the value of real property;
 (d) To protect community water supplies;
 (e) To provide for a diversifi ed housing stock;
 (f) To provide affordable housing to persons of low and moderate income.

II. ELIGIBILITY

The options available to towns in establishing eligibility criteria are quite extensive. Some towns limit CSD to the residentially zoned district with 
larger minimum lot sizes; others allow CSD town-wide.  Some towns set a minimum tract size or minimum number of lots to qualify; others consider 
any tract eligible.  

Obviously, towns would prefer to see CSD-style development proposals over conventional “cookie cutters.” In most instances, such applications 
result from a combination of factors, some “carrots,” some “sticks.” Several towns make cluster mandatory within select districts. For example, 
Amherst requires developers to cluster in several resource protection districts. However, the legality of this mandatory approach has not been tested 
in the courts. The Subdivision Control Law, G.L. c. 41, ss. 81K-81GG, permits developers to subdivide as of right, as long as the project complies 
with local standards. Towns are therefore advised to proceed cautiously until the Courts balance these competing interests.  

The following specifi c provisions attempt to set eligibility thresholds for CSD. Towns are encouraged to set these standards as low as possible in order 
to maximize the applicability of the CSD approach. In communities promoting a diversifi ed housing stock consideration should be given to allow a 
mix of housing types. Furthermore, communities can specifi cally defi ne contiguous to include parcels physically divided by a street. This would make 
a greater number of parcels eligible. Applicability of cluster/CSD to non contiguous parcels held in common ownership is signifi cantly underutilized 
considering that it does not require the adoption of additional administrative procedures. Although relatively unused at this time, enabling CSD to 
apply to non-contiguous parcels under non-common ownership should be given serious consideration.

1A.  Minimum Size of Tract. To be eligible for consideration as a CSD, the tract shall contain a minimum of ____ acres. Where the tract is 
located in the [specify name of special district] the minimum tract area shall be ____ acres.   

 Alternatively, the threshold can be the number of lots to be created:

1B.  Minimum Number of Lots. To be eligible for consideration as a CSD, the tract shall contain not less than ___ lots.
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Or, if a mandatory approach to CSD is favored, this option would be appropriate:

1C.  Any development that [will create more than ___ lots] and/or [is on a parcel of ____ acres or more] shall submit an application for CSD to 
the Planning Board.

2.  Zoning Classifi cation. Only those tracts located in the ___ Districts shall be eligible for consideration as a CSD.

3.  Contiguous Parcels. To be eligible for consideration as a CSD, the tract shall consist of a parcel or set of contiguous parcels.

4.  Land Division. To be eligible for consideration as a CSD, the tract may be a subdivision or a division of land pursuant to G.L. c. 41, s. 81P. 
If condominium ownership is to be allowed (with a zero lot line approach), add the following: provided, however, that CSD may also be 
permitted where intended as a condominium on land not so divided or subdivided.

III. SPECIAL PERMIT REQUIRED

The model makes it clear that a CSD requires the issuance of a special permit from the Planning Board.  The Planning Board is the logical choice to 
serve as the Special Permit Granting Authority (SPGA) because it will invariably be involved in the subdivision of the tract. To force the developer 
into two forums (such as to the Planning Board for subdivision determinations, and to the Zoning Board of Appeals for zoning determinations) is a 
strong disincentive.    

The Planning Board may authorize a CSD pursuant to the grant of a special permit. Such special permits shall be acted upon in accordance with the 
following provisions:

IV. PRE-APPLICATION

The developer should be encouraged, in the strongest possible terms, to work with the Planning Board before a formal application has been fi led. 
Some towns go so far as to give a density bonus when a developer requests pre-application review of a CSD. Pre-application negotiations allow 
the developer to get feedback from the Planning Board before extensive engineering work has been done. The primary purpose of this meeting is 
to introduce the potential applicant to the standards and procedures of the bylaw and initiate dialogue up front. The Planning Board can signal its 
concerns for resource areas, affordable housing, aesthetics, and other matters. In fact, it is probably advisable to have the Planning Board’s technical 
experts involved at the pre-application stage to maximize communication between the parties. If a town and developer, upon mutual agreement, 
choose to engage technical experts at the pre-application stage to help review these submittals, the developer should enter into a “Memorandum of 
Agreement” with the Planning Board to establish an escrow account to house the funds to pay the consultant(s).

1.  Conference. The applicant is very strongly encouraged to request a pre-application review at a regular business meeting of the Planning 
Board. If one is requested, the Planning Board shall invite the Conservation Commission, Board of Health, and [list other appropriate 
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committees/Boards]. The purpose of a pre-application review is to minimize the applicant’s costs of engineering and other technical experts, 
and to commence negotiations with the Planning Board at the earliest possible stage in the development. At the pre-application review, the 
applicant may outline the proposed CSD, seek preliminary feedback from the Planning Board and/or its technical experts, and set a timetable 
for submittal of a formal application. At the request of the applicant, and at the expense of the applicant, the Planning Board may engage 
technical experts to review the informal plans of the applicant and to facilitate submittal of a formal application for a CSD special permit.

2.  Submittals. In order to facilitate review of the CSD at the pre-application stage, applicants are strongly encouraged to submit the following 
information:

A.  Site Context Map -  This map illustrates the parcel in connection to its surrounding neighborhood. Based upon existing data sources and 
fi eld inspections, it should show various kinds of major natural resource areas or features that cross parcel lines or that are located on 
adjoining lands. This map enables the Planning Board to understand the site in relation to what is occurring on adjacent properties.

B.  Existing Conditions/Site Analysis Map -  This map familiarizes offi cials with existing conditions on the property. Based upon existing 
data sources and fi eld inspections, this base map locates and describes noteworthy resources that should be left protected through sensitive 
subdivision layouts. These resources include wetlands, riverfront areas, fl oodplains and steep slopes, but may also include mature un-
graded woodlands, hedge rows, farmland, unique or special wildlife habitats, historic or cultural features (such as old structures or stone 
walls), unusual geologic formations and scenic views into and out from the property. By overlaying this plan onto a development plan 
the parties involved can clearly see where conservation priorities and desired development overlap/confl ict.

C.  Other Information -  In addition, applicants are invited to submit the information set forth in Section VI.1 in a form acceptable to the 
Planning Board.

3.  Site Visit. Applicants are encouraged to request a site visit by the Planning Board and/or its agents in order to facilitate pre-application review 
of the CSD. If one is requested, the Planning Board shall invite the Conservation Commission, Board of Health, and [list other appropriate 
committees/Boards].

4.  Design Criteria. The design process and criteria set forth below in Section V should be discussed by the parties at the pre-application 
conference and site visit.

V. DESIGN PROCESS
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The conservation of land is the focus of this CSD Model. The design process makes the placement of house lots and streets sensitive to this objective. 
The design process identifi es historical, cultural and natural resources, potential open space corridors, views, etc. that should be preserved. This 
process excludes these areas from development and targets construction on the rest of the parcel. The process consists of four steps: (1) Identifying 
Conservation Areas; (2) Locating House Sites; (3) Aligning Streets and Trails; and, (4) Drawing in the Lot Lines. This process may use pre-existing 
data sources, such as the Existing Conditions/Site Analysis Map discussed above, USGS topographical maps, FEMA fl oodplain maps, tax assessors 
maps, any wetland maps or orthophotographs, and NRSC soil maps.  

At the time of the application for a special permit for CSD in conformance with Section VI.1, applicants are required to demonstrate to the Planning 
Board that the following Design Process  was performed by a certifi ed Landscape Architect and considered in determining the layout of proposed 
streets, house lots, and open space.

1.  Step One: Identifying Conservation Areas. Identify preservation land by two steps. First, Primary Conservation Areas (such as wetlands, 
riverfront areas, and fl oodplains regulated by state or federal law) and Secondary Conservation Areas (including unprotected elements of the 
natural landscape such as steep slopes, mature woodlands, prime farmland, meadows, wildlife habitats and cultural features such as historic 
and archeological sites and scenic views) shall be identifi ed and delineated. Second, the Potentially Developable Area will be identifi ed and 
delineated. To the maximum extent feasible, the Potentially Developable Area shall consist of land outside identifi ed Primary and Secondary 
Conservation Areas.  

Because the design process intends to maximize the intrinsic value of a parcel of land, the house sites are located before the roads are laid out, 
ensuring that the former will dictate the later and not vice versa. Therefore emphasis is placed on principles of good landscape design and not solely 
engineering.

2.  Step Two: Locating House Sites. Locate the approximate sites of individual houses within the Potentially Developable Area and include the 
delineation of private yards and shared amenities, so as to refl ect an integrated community, with emphasis on consistency with the Town’s 
historical development patterns. The number of homes enjoying the amenities of the development should be maximized.

3.  Step Three: Aligning the Streets and Trails. Align streets in order to access the house lots.  Additionally, new trails should be laid out to 
create internal and external connections to existing and/or potential future streets, sidewalks, and trails.  

Lot lines may not be applicable in a CSD utilizing condominium ownership.

4.  Step Four: Lot Lines. Draw in the lot lines.
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VI. PROCEDURES

Approval of a CSD must proceed in accordance with the provisions of G.L. c. 40A, s. 9. Accordingly, the application for a CSD is subject to the 
standard procedures for issuance of a special permit: publication of notice, certifi ed mail of notice to parties in interest, and a public hearing before 
the SPGA. If the Zoning Bylaw already contains these details, they should be incorporated by reference.  This model bylaw describes two procedural 
approaches to CSD special permits, both of which must acknowledge two legal constraints. First, when special permits are approved subject to 
a plan, the plan becomes a condition of the special permit. Any signifi cant deviation from the plan requires a modifi cation of the special permit. 
DiGiovanni v. Board of Appeals of Rockport, 19 Mass. App. Ct. 339, 346-47 (1985). Second, a Planning Board is without authority to issue a special 
permit where “a further determination of substance” must be made after the close of the public hearing. Weld v. Board of Appeals of Gloucester, 345 
Mass. 376, 378 (1963).2 

Option One:  Concept Plan 

In the fi rst procedural model, the special permit is approved on the basis of a Concept Plan. A Concept Plan contains a Sketch Plan and a Yield 
Plan (see Section VII). The Sketch Plan is generally defi ned to require less information than a standard preliminary subdivision plan, but enough 
information to make the requisite fi ndings set forth in Section XI, below. The Sketch Plan shows the dimensional features of the proposal - lot sizes, lot 
frontage, and open space - in general terms and not in exact detail. Similarly, the technical aspects of the proposal, including stormwater management 
appurtenances, building design, and wastewater disposal, are not engineered in the Sketch Plan, however they are discussed in narrative form. The 
fi nal details are reviewed and approved by the Planning Board under Defi nitive Subdivision Approval.  

Based upon the Concept Plan, the Planning Board establishes a Basic Maximum Number of lots/units (see section VII) and either approves or denies 
the special permit. The special permit, if granted, invariably has a series of attached conditions, including the maximum number of units/bedrooms, 
conformance with the requirements of the Conservation Commission and/or Board of Health, and compliance with the remaining standards of the 
CSD bylaw. Once the special permit is granted, the applicant proceeds with Defi nitive Subdivision Plan Approval. 

The Concept Plan approach has many advantages. Developers receive an answer on the special permit application in a shorter period of time.  
They spend signifi cantly less in engineering and legal cost before the vote.  These are powerful incentives to choose the CSD option.  On the other 
hand, due to the innate characteristics of a Concept Plan, specifi cally the absence of construction specifi cations at the public hearing and review 
process, the decision might be challenged in court as being “arbitrary and capricious.”  Essentially the Planning Board is walking a “fi ne legal 
line.”   However, this bylaw has been carefully crafted to address this potential issue by ensuring that all of the information typically reviewed for 
a Preliminary Plan is in fact “at the table” during the public hearings for review and consideration. The key to creating this alternative procedure 
while successfully walking that “fi ne legal line” was accomplished by changing both the format and level of detail of the information required for 
submittal (see Section VI Concept Plan). Specifi cally, this bylaw requires detailed narratives regarding the various elements for which construction 
specifi cations are not required (such as stormwater, water supply and wastewater systems), requires the submittal of a Site Context Map and Existing 
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Conditions / Site Analysis Map, and requires copies of existing contour and soil maps. This information is necessary for the Planning Board to make 
an informed decision. Furthermore, to provide additional security and to further strengthen the legality of the decision, communities are advised to 
require a description of the “outer limits” or the most severe impacts of the proposed CSD, specifi cally on abutting properties and the community.

Option Two: Preliminary Plan

In the second procedural model, the special permit is approved on the basis of a Preliminary Plan, consisting of a Preliminary Plan as defi ned in 
the Planning Board’s Subdivision Rules and Regulations and a Yield Plan (see Section VII). Applicants are required to submit all of the construction 
specifi cations and engineering detail required for a preliminary subdivision plan before the special permit vote is taken. Where this level of detail is 
required up front, applicants may choose to apply for the special permit and for defi nitive subdivision plan review at the same time. The Planning 
Board may hold the required public hearings concurrently in such cases. Only when the special permit and defi nitive subdivision plans have been 
coordinated and fi nalized are the hearings terminated.  

Again, there are advantages and disadvantages to this approach. Developers typically complain about Option Two because the costs associated 
with the preparation of the Preliminary Plan are more than the cost of a Concept Plan. This makes the special permit more of a speculative venture. 
However, a Planning Board sensitive to this concern can signal the applicant that the CSD will be approved if the details can be worked out; mixed 
messages are both costly and grating for the developer. A community that has predetermined CSD as favorable to conventional development should 
not create a bylaw that provides disincentives for the use of CSD. The advantage of procedural Option Two is that the likelihood of any substantial 
variation between the Preliminary Plan, approved as a condition of the special permit, and the Defi nitive Subdivision Plan is unlikely due to the level 
of detailed engineering that is provided.

1. Application.
An application for a special permit for a CSD shall be submitted on the form(s) provided by the Planning Board in accordance with the rules and 
regulations of the Board. Applicants for CSD shall also fi le with the Planning Board ____ copies of the following: [Choose either Option One or
Two]

OPTION ONE: Concept Plan

The Concept Plan shall include a Sketch Plan and a Yield Plan (see Section VII). The applicant shall submit both the Site Context Map and Existing 
Conditions/Site Analysis Map prepared according to Section IV.2 above. Additional information reasonably necessary to make the determinations 
and assessments cited herein shall be provided, including existing site contour maps and existing current soil maps.

A.  Sketch Plan.
 The Sketch Plan shall be prepared by a certifi ed Landscape Architect, or by a multidisciplinary team of which one member must be a certifi ed 

Landscape Architect, and shall address the general features of the land, and give approximate confi gurations of the lots, open space, and 
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roadways. The Sketch Plan shall incorporate the Four-Step Design Process, according to Section V above, and the Design Standards according 
to Section X below, when determining a proposed design for the development.

(1)  Quality Standards.

This Model does not defi ne the quality and quantity of materials to be submitted to satisfy this fi ling. Communities should examine their existing 
bylaws for quality standards such as scale, number of copies, and sheet size and incorporate them within this section.

(2)  Required Content.
The Sketch Plan shall include the following:
a. The subdivision name, boundaries, north point, date, legend, title “Concept Plan,” and scale.
b. The names of the record owner and the applicant, and the name of the Landscape Architect that prepared the plan.
c. The names, approximate location, and widths of adjacent streets.
d. The proposed topography of the land shown at a contour interval no greater than ___ (__) feet. Elevations shall be referred to mean 

sea level.
e. The location of existing landscape features including forests, farm fi elds, meadows, wetlands, riverfront areas, waterbodies, archeological 

and historic structures or points of interest, rock outcrops, boulder fi elds, stone walls, cliffs, high points, major long views, forest 
glades, major tree groupings, noteworthy tree specimens, and habitats of endangered or threatened wildlife, as identifi ed as primary 
and secondary resources according to Section V.1. Proposals for all site features to be preserved, demolished, or moved shall be noted 
on the Sketch Plan. 

Note that as part of Section XI, Decision of the Planning Board, the special permit decision will include several conditions. Resource areas and their 
buffer zone boundaries will be shown on the Sketch Plan (as well as later in Option Two), however a condition of the special permit will be the approval 
of the delineation by an Order of Conditions/Request for Determination of Applicability by the local Conservation Commission. It is recommended 
that at the preapplication conference, the developer is strongly encouraged to seek this offi cial determination during the Concept stage rather than 
accepting the risk of a triggering a “substantial variation” later on, after they have invested signifi cant time and money.

f. All on-site local, state, and federal regulatory resource boundaries and buffer zones shall be clearly identifi ed and all wetland fl ag 
locations shall be numbered and placed upon the Sketch Plan.

g. Lines showing proposed private residential lots, as located during Step-Four, Section V.4, with approximate areas and frontage 
dimensions.

h. All existing and proposed features and amenities including trails, recreation areas, pedestrian and bicycle paths, communities buildings, 
off-street parking areas, [list any others] shall be shown on the plan and described in a brief narrative explanation where appropriate.
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i.    The existing and proposed lines of streets, ways, common driveways, easements and any parcel of land intended to be dedicated for 
public use or to be reserved by deed covenant for use of all property owners in the subdivision, or parcels of land or lots to be used for 
any purpose other than private residential shall be so designated within the subdivision in a general manner.

j. Proposed roadway grades.
k. Offi cial soil percolation tests for the purpose of siting wastewater treatment options are not required for the Concept Plan. However, 

a narrative explanation shall be prepared by a certifi ed Professional Engineer detailing the proposed wastewater systems that will be 
utilized by the development and its likely impacts on-site and to any abutting parcels of land. For example, the narrative will specify

   whether individual on-site or off-site systems, shared systems, alternative to Title V systems, or any combination of these or other 
methods will be utilized.

l.  A narrative explanation prepared by a certifi ed Professional Engineer proposing systems for stormwater drainage and its likely impacts 
on-site and to any abutting parcels of land. For example, the narrative will specify whether soft or hard engineering methods will be 
used and the number of any detention/retention basins or infi ltrating catch basins, it is not intended to include specifi c pipe sizes.  Any 
information needed to justify this proposal should be included in the narrative. The approximate location of any stormwater management 
detention/retention basins shall be shown on the plan and accompanied by a conceptual landscaping plan.

m.  A narrative explanation prepared by a certifi ed Professional Engineer, detailing the proposed drinking water supply system.
n.  A narrative explanation of the proposed quality, quantity, use and ownership of the open space. Open space parcels shall be clearly 

shown on the plan.
o.  All proposed landscaped and buffer areas shall be noted on the plan and generally explained in a narrative.
p.  A list of all legal documents necessary for implementation of the proposed
 development, including any Conservation Restrictions, land transfers, and Master
 Deeds, with an accompanying narrative explaining their general purpose.
q.  A narrative indicating all requested waivers, reductions, and/or modifi cations as permitted within the requirements of this bylaw.

B.  Yield Plan. Applicant shall submit a narrative explanation detailing the results of the determination of any proposed allocation of yield 
determined according to Section VII, Basic Maximum Number (of lots/units/bedrooms).

C.  Relationship between Concept Plan and Defi nitive Subdivision Plan. Changes may occur between the Concept Plan and the Defi nitive 
Plan due to site-specifi c engineering. Each community must determine the types of changes that it considers substantial enough to warrant 
a re-opening of the special permit hearing. The following items 1 – 6 are the most common items that result in a substantial variation. 
Communities can administer changes to these items in one of three ways:

1.  Provide specifi c thresholds to defi ne each substantial variation.
2.  Provide a list of minor variations to be exempt, and then leave the determination of all other changes to the discretion of the Planning 

Board.
3. Provide a list of substantial variations (without defi ned thresholds) and leave the determination to the discretion of the Planning Board.  
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 The Concept Plan special permit shall be reconsidered if there is substantial variation between the Defi nitive Subdivision Plan and the Concept 
Plan. If the Planning Board fi nds that a substantial variation exists, it shall hold a public hearing on the modifi cations to the Concept Plan. A 
substantial variation shall be any of the following:

(1) an increase in the number of building lots;
(2) a signifi cant decrease in the open space acreage;
(3) a signifi cant change in the lot layout;
(4) a signifi cant change in the general development pattern which adversely affects natural landscape features and open space preservation;
(5) signifi cant changes to the stormwater management facilities; and/or
(6) signifi cant changes in the wastewater management systems.

——OR——

OPTION TWO: Preliminary Plan
 

Preliminary Plans shall include a Preliminary Plan and a Yield Plan (see Section G) and any additional information reasonably necessary to make 
the determinations and assessments cited herein. The applicant shall submit both the Site Context Map and Existing Conditions/Site Analysis Map 
prepared according to Section IV.2. Additional information reasonably necessary to make the determinations and assessments cited herein shall be 
provided, including existing site contour maps and existing current soil maps.

A.  Preliminary Plan. Preliminary Plans shall use the Four-Step Design Process (see Section V) to demonstrate how the parcel was designed 
and shall comply with the Design Standards according to Section X below. The Preliminary Plan shall contain the following information:

(1)  A Preliminary Plan conforming to the requirements for a preliminary plan as set forth in the Subdivision Rules and Regulations of the 
Planning Board.

(2) All on-site local, state, and federal regulatory resource boundaries and buffer zones shall be clearly identifi ed and all wetland fl ag locations 
shall be numbered and placed upon the Sketch Plan.

(3)  Data on proposed wastewater disposal, which shall be referred to the Planning Board’s consulting engineer for review and 
recommendation.

B.  Yield Plan.  Applicant shall submit a narrative explanation detailing the results of the determination of any proposed allocation of yield 
determined according to Section VII, Basic Maximum Number (of lots/units/bedrooms).

 
[The remaining provisions 2,3, and 4, of Section VI, apply to either Option One or Two]
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2.  Procedures.
 Whenever an application for a CSD special permit is fi led with the Planning Board, the applicant shall also fi le, within fi ve (5) working days 

of the fi ling of the completed application, copies of the application, accompanying development plan, and other documentation, to the Board 
of Health, Conservation Commission, Building Inspector, Department of Public Works, Police Chief, Fire Chief, Town Engineer and   
____________ for their consideration, review, and report. The applicant shall furnish the copies necessary to fulfi ll this requirement. Reports 
from  other boards and offi cials shall be submitted to the Planning Board within thirty-fi ve (35) days of receipt of the reviewing party of 
all of the required materials; failure of these reviewing parties to make recommendations after having received copies of all such required 
materials shall be deemed a lack of opposition thereto. In the event that the public hearing by the Planning Board is held prior to the expiration 
of the 35 day period, the Planning Board shall continue the public hearing to permit the formal submission of reports and recommendations 
within that 35 day period. The Decision/Findings of the Planning Board shall contain, in writing, an explanation for any departures from the 
recommendations of any reviewing party.

3.  Site Visit.
 Whether or not conducted during the pre-application stage, the Planning Board shall conduct a site visit during the public hearing. At the site 

visit, the Planning Board and/or its agents shall be accompanied by the applicant and/or its agents.

4.  Other Information.
 The submittals and permits of this section shall be in addition to any other requirements of the Subdivision Control Law or any other provisions 

of this Zoning Bylaw. To the extent permitted by law, the Planning Board shall coordinate the public hearing required for any application 
for a special permit for a CSD with the public hearing required for approval of a defi nitive subdivision plan.

VII. BASIC MAXIMUM NUMBER (OF LOTS/UNITS/BEDROOMS)

The CSD should prescribe a limit on the number of lots, dwelling units, or bedrooms that may be constructed therein. Generally, this number is derived 
after calculating the density available on the tract under an orthodox development proposal.  The CSD Bylaw may use either lots, dwelling units or 
bedrooms as the standard for the Basic Maximum Number. Where the CSD Bylaw limits development exclusively to single-family homes, lots or dwelling 
units are an acceptable standard.  Where the CSD Bylaw contemplates multifamily structures, bedrooms may be a better choice. It is particularly 
important to focus on the standard where the CSD is proposed in an area without sewer service. If the area falls calculate the appropriate size of an 
on-site wastewater system. The Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection assigns a baseline wastewater generation of 110 gallons 
per day (gpd) per bedroom. Industry standards also assume that the average single family house contains four bedrooms, resulting in wastewater 
generation of 440 gpd per single family house. There are two methods of generating the Yield Plan to calculate the Basic Maximum Number: formula 
or picture. Each are discussed, in turn, below.  

[Choose either Option One or Two] 
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Determination of Yield, OPTION ONE: Formula
 

The Basic Maximum Number shall be derived after the preparation of a Yield Plan. The Yield Plan shall be the following calculation to determine 
the total number of lots (or dwelling units): 

Total Number of Lots =                                          TA – (0.5 x WA) – (0.1 x TA)
                                                                             _______________________________ 
                                                                                   district minimum lot area
 
TA = Total Area of Parcel 
WA = Wetlands and Riverfront Areas of Parcel 

In this simple example, half of the wetlands and any riverfront area are subtracted from the total area of the parcel. Additionally, one tenth of the 
total area is subtracted and assumed to be consumed by infrastructure. The remaining area is then divided by the minimum square-footage for a lot 
in the underlying zoning district. This will yield the Total Number of Lots or Basic Maximum Number of lots or units.

Any formula used should account for all other regulatory requirements in the zoning bylaw, such as the deduction of other sensitive land - in fl ood 
plains, steep slopes (more than 25%), land under high-tension power lines, etc. - from the total tract area. A formula option has advantages and 
disadvantages. The results are predictable, and there is seldom an argument once the computation is done. However, the formula may not result in 
neutral density (density equal with conventional zoning). Each site is different, and ledge, wetlands, steep slope, and other factors can skew the formula. 
Towns are advised to take several conventional subdivisions in the fi les and apply any formula to check results before adopting this approach.

—— OR ——

Determination of Yield, OPTION TWO: Sketch Plan 

Since the CSD is subject to special permit approval, the determination of a Basic Maximum Number is just one aspect of a negotiated resolution. It 
is better to require less detail in the Yield Plan than to make the process too costly for the average developer. Accordingly, this defi nition of a Sketch 
Plan of the conventional subdivision requires only a modicum of engineering details to demonstrate the maximum number of lots (or units) that could 
reasonably be achieved through a conventional layout. If the proponent is determined to argue the point, the burden of proof places the obligation to 
provide more details on the applicant. A Sketch Plan may require more details where marginal lands are involved, such as the location of wetlands, 
fl oodplains, and steep slopes. 

The Basic Maximum Number shall be derived from a Yield Plan. The Yield Plan shall show the maximum number of lots (or dwelling units) that 
could be placed upon the site under a conventional subdivision. The Yield Plan shall contain the information required for a [choose either Sketch Plan 
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or Preliminary Plan accordingly], as set forth above in Section VI. The proponent shall have the burden of proof with regard to the Basic Maximum 
Number of lots (or dwelling units) resulting from the design and engineering specifi cations shown on the Yield Plan.

VIII. REDUCTION OF DIMENSIONAL REQUIREMENTS

In order to make the concept work, the CSD Bylaw must allow for reduced lot size, particularly with regard to area, width, and frontage. While it is 
typical for zoning to require lots with reduced area and frontage not to be located on existing public ways where the new development patterns will 
be out of place, it is critical to remember that CSD is intended to achieve certain conservation values and should not be driven solely by aesthetics or 
what has been commonly accepted to date. This model provides two options. The fi rst, and preferred, option recommends a fl exible (“zero lot line”) 
approach, leaving the lot size to be governed by Title 5 (State Sanitary Code) and the marketplace. Title 5 has been revamped to allow alternative 
wastewater systems; as a result, large lots need no longer be tied to wastewater disposal. The second option establishes a sliding scale for minimum 
lot area, depending on the amount of open space required in the tract (See Section IX): more open space equals a smaller minimum lot size.

OPTION ONE: Flexible (Zero-Lot Line)

The Planning Board encourages applicants to modify lot size, shape, and other dimensional requirements for lots within a CSD, subject to the 
following limitations:

1.  Lots having reduced area or frontage shall not have frontage on a street other than a street created by the CSD; provided, however, that the  
 Planning Board may waive this requirement where it is determined that such reduced lot(s) will further the goals of this bylaw.
2.  At least 50% of the required setbacks for the district shall be maintained in the CSD unless a reduction is otherwise authorized by the  
 Planning Board.

—— OR ——

OPTION TWO: Sliding Scale

The Planning Board may authorize modifi cation of lot size, shape, and other bulk requirements for lots within a CSD, subject to the following 
limitations:

1.  Lots having reduced area or frontage shall not have frontage on a street other than a street created by a subdivision involved, provided, 
however, that the Planning Board may waive this requirement where it is determined that such reduced lot(s) are consistent with 
existing development patterns in the neighborhood.

2.  Lot frontage shall not be less than 50 feet. The Planning Board may waive this requirement where it is determined that such reduced frontage 
will further the goals of this bylaw.
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3.  Each lot shall have at least 50% of the required setbacks for the district unless a reduction is otherwise authorized by the Planning Board.
4.  Lots may be reduced in area according to the following schedule3 :

Minimum Open Space (%)                    District Minimum Lot Area (sq. ft.)                          CSD Minimum Lot Area (sq. ft.)
             50                                                                80,000                                                                        20,000
             50                                                                60,000                                                                        15,000
             50                                                                40,000                                                                        10,000
             50                                                                30,000                                                                          7,500

Minimum Open Space (%)                     District Minimum Lot Area (sq. ft.)                          CSD Minimum Lot Area (sq. ft.)
             50                                                                 20,000                                                                           5,000
             50                                                                 10,000                                                                           5,000
             70                                                                 80,000                                                                         10,000
             70                                                                 60,000                                                                           7,500
             70                                                                 40,000                                                                           5,000
             70                                                                 30,000                                                                           5,000
             70                                                                 20,000                                                                           5,000
             70                                                                 10,000                                                                           5,000

IX. OPEN SPACE REQUIREMENTS

The most important decision in adopting a CSD Bylaw will be the minimum amount of required open space to qualify for consideration by the 
Planning Board. In existing open space and cluster bylaws some set the required open space fi gure quite low - 10% is the entry level - to attract as 
many developers as possible. Others set the required open space high - up to 70% - to make sure that the project yields appropriate benefi ts to the 
town. This model chooses 50% as the minimum requirement. 

The open space on the site should be valuable. It may also be usable. It should not be just the “fi ngers” of land between houses, nor land that was 
unsuitable for development anyway. The open space should not be disproportionately wet; not more than the overall percentage of wetlands on the 
tract should be wet in the required open space.  

Permissible uses (if any) on the open space should also be set forth. If a zero lot line approach is used, the open space will probably be essential for 
on-site wastewater and stormwater attenuation. The open space might also provide an area for recreational opportunities, including swimming pools, 
basketball or all instances, that the open space is dedicated exclusively to conservation or passive uses. There is no requirement that the open space 
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is used for recreation or other active uses. Uses permitted should refl ect the value of the open space as determined by the Four-Step Design Process. 
For example, the primary and secondary resources identifi ed may have delineated sensitive wildlife habitat with intrinsic conservation value and 
therefore should be “used” for conservation only, not even for passive recreation. 

Finally, the ownership of the open space should be regulated in conformance with G.L. c. 40A, s. 9, which authorizes the Town, a nonprofi t land trust, 
or a homeowners’ association to manage the open space. 

1.  Open Space. A minimum of fi fty percent (50%) of the tract shown on the development plan shall be open space. Any proposed open space, 
unless conveyed to the Town or its Conservation Commission, shall be subject to a recorded restriction enforceable by the Town, providing 
that such land shall be perpetually kept in an open state, that it shall be preserved exclusively for the purposes set forth herein, and that it 
shall be maintained in a manner which will ensure its suitability for its intended purposes.
 A.  The percentage of the open space that is wetlands shall not normally exceed the percentage of the tract which is wetlands; provided,   

however, that the applicant may include a greater percentage of wetlands in such open space upon a demonstration that such inclusion 
promotes the purposes of this bylaw.

B.  The open space shall be contiguous. Contiguous shall be defi ned as being connected. Open Space will still be considered connected if it 
is separated by a roadway or an accessory amenity. The Planning Board may waive this requirement for all or part of the required open 
space where it is determined that allowing non-contiguous open space will promote the goals of this bylaw and/or protect identifi ed 
primary and secondary conservation areas.

C.  The open space shall be used for wildlife habitat and conservation. 

If other uses of the open space are desirable, choose the following subsection C. In an attempt to legitimize this bylaw and remain true to the original 
purpose of CSD and the 4 step design process, particularly the conservation of primary and secondary resources, communities are strongly cautioned 
to permit a low percentage of impervious surfaces within the required open space (insert % below).  While other uses may be allowed, and will likely 
be desirable, these should not and need not occur at the expense of basic principles of CSD.

C.  The open space shall be used for wildlife habitat and conservation and the following additional purposes [choose]: historic preservation, 
education, outdoor education, recreation, park purposes, agriculture, horticulture, forestry, a combination of these uses,

 and shall be served by suitable access for such purposes. The Planning Board may permit up to ____ % of the open space to be paved or 
built upon for structures accessory to the dedicated use or uses of such open space (i.e., pedestrian walks and bike paths).  

 The minimum open space requirement of 50% means that wastewater systems and other utilities will likely require location on the open 
space.

D.  Wastewater and stormwater management systems serving the CSD may be located within the open space. Surface systems, such as 
retention and detention ponds, shall not qualify towards the minimum open space required.
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 2. Ownership of the Open Space. The open space shall, at the Planning Board’s election, be conveyed to:
 (a) the Town or its Conservation Commission;
 (b) a nonprofi t organization, the principal purpose of which is the conservation of open space and any of the purposes for such open 

space set forth above;
(c) a corporation or trust owned jointly or in common by the owners of lots within the CSD. If such corporation or trust is utilized, 

ownership thereof shall pass with conveyance of the lots in perpetuity. Maintenance of such open space and facilities shall be 
permanently guaranteed by such corporation or trust which shall provide for mandatory assessments for maintenance expenses to 
each lot. Each such trust or corporation shall be deemed to have assented to allow the Town to perform maintenance of such open 
space and facilities, if the trust or corporation fails to provide adequate maintenance, and shall grant the town an easement for this 
purpose. In such event, the town shall fi rst provide fourteen (14) days written notice to the trust or corporation as to the inadequate 
maintenance, and, if the trust or corporation fails to complete such maintenance, the town may perform it. Each individual deed, and 
the deed or trust or articles of incorporation, shall include provisions designed to effect these provisions. Documents creating such 
trust or corporation shall be submitted to the Planning Board for approval, and shall thereafter be recorded.

X. DESIGN STANDARDS

Design guidelines are intended to establish the aesthetics and design principles of a CSD. The design standards address all of the remaining issues, 
from the types of permissible buildings to landscaping. The standards provided below are divided into Generic and Site Specifi c and represent a 
checklist of issues for consideration to adopt as part of a zoning bylaw.  Communities that have Residential Design Manuals may already regulate 
several of these design issues, and including them in this bylaw would be redundant. In that case applicants should be directed to any such existing 
manual or bylaw provision by reference in this bylaw. 

The following Generic and Site Specifi c Design Standards shall apply to all CSD’s and shall govern the development and design process:

1.  Generic Design Standards

(a)  The landscape shall be preserved in it natural state, insofar as practicable, by minimizing tree and soil removal. Any grade changes 
shall be in keeping with the general appearance of the neighboring developed areas. The orientation of individual building sites 
shall be such as to maintain maximum natural topography and cover. Topography, tree cover, and natural drainage ways shall be 
treated as fi xed determinants of road and lot confi guration rather than as malleable elements that can be changed to follow a preferred 
development scheme.

(b)  Streets shall be designed and located in such a manner as to maintain and preserve natural topography, signifi cant landmarks, and 
trees; to minimize cut and fi ll; and to preserve and enhance views and vistas on or off the subject parcel.

(c)  Mixed-use development shall be related harmoniously to the terrain and the use, scale, and architecture of existing buildings 
in the vicinity that have functional or visual relationship to the proposed buildings. Proposed buildings shall be related to their 
surroundings.
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(d)  All open space (landscaped and usable) shall be designed to add to the visual amenities of the area by maximizing its visibility for persons 
passing the site or overlooking it from nearby properties.

(e)  The removal or disruption of historic, traditional or signifi cant uses, structures, or architectural elements shall be minimized insofar as 
practicable, whether these exist on the site or on adjacent properties.

2.  Site Specifi c Design Standards

(a)  Mix of Housing Types. The CSD may consist of any combination of single-family, two-family and multifamily residential structures. A 
multifamily structure shall not contain more than _____ dwelling units. Residential structures shall be oriented toward the street serving 
the premises and not the required parking area. 

If a community does not want to enable “any combination” of housing as suggested above, the following may be used:

(a) Maximum Percentage of Housing Type. The CSD shall consist of __ % single family, __ % two family and __% multifamily 
structures.

The bylaw may also provide specifi c guidelines regarding what percent of single family units may be attached and detached. The bylaw may also 
provide guidelines for the size, scale, massing, and maximum number of units within each multifamily structure.

(b)  Parking. Each dwelling unit shall be served by two (2) off-street parking spaces. Parking spaces in front of garages may count in this 
computation. All parking areas with greater than ____ spaces shall be screened from view.

(c)  Buffer Areas. A buffer area of ____ feet may be provided at the following locations: [choose from:] (a) perimeter of the property where it 
abuts residentially zoned and occupied properties; (b) certain resource areas on or adjacent to the tract like ponds, wetlands, streams and 
riverfront areas, rock outcrops, ledge, agricultural or recreational fi elds, and land held for conservation purposes; and (c) existing public 
ways. Driveways necessary for access and egress to and from the tract may cross such buffer areas. No vegetation in this buffer area will 
be disturbed, destroyed or removed, except for normal maintenance of structures and landscapes approved as part of the project. The 
Planning Board may waive the buffer requirement in these locations when it determines that a smaller buffer (or no buffer) will suffi ce 
to accomplish the objectives set forth herein.

(d)  Drainage. The Planning Board shall encourage the use of “soft” (non-structural) stormwater management techniques (such as swales) 
and other drainage techniques that reduce impervious surface and enable infi ltration where appropriate.

(e)  Common/Shared Driveways. A common or shared driveway may serve a maximum number of ____ single family units.
(f)  Screening and Landscaping. All structural surface stormwater management facilities shall be accompanied by a conceptual landscape 

plan.
(g)  On-site Pedestrian and Bicycle Circulation. Walkways and bicycle paths shall be provided to link residences with parking areas, recreation 

facilities (including parkland and open space) and adjacent land uses where appropriate.
(h)  Disturbed Areas. Not more than ___% of the total tract shall be disturbed areas. A disturbed area is any land not left in its natural vegetated 

state.
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XI. DECISION OF THE PLANNING BOARD

The Planning Board may grant a special permit for a CSD if it determines that the proposed CSD has less detrimental impact on the tract than a 
conventional development proposed for the tract, after considering the following factors:

1.  Whether the CSD achieves greater fl exibility and creativity in the design of residential developments than a conventional plan;
2.  Whether the CSD promotes permanent preservation of open space, agricultural land forestry land, other natural resources including waterbodies 

and wetlands, and historical and archeological resources;
3.  Whether the CSD promotes a less sprawling and more effi cient form of development that consumes less open land and conforms to existing 

topography and natural features better than a conventional subdivision;
4.  Whether the CSD reduces the total amount of disturbance on the site;
5.  Whether the CSD furthers the goals and policies of the [choose] open space/ master/ comprehensive plan(s);
6.  Whether the CSD facilitates the construction and maintenance of streets, utilities, and public service in a more economical and effi cient  

 manner.
7.  Whether the Concept Plan and its supporting narrative documentation complies with all sections of this zoning bylaw.  

When using either procedural option the Planning Board will need to condition the fi ndings/decision of the special permit. Due to variations between 
the Concept Plan, approved under zoning, and the Defi nitive Subdivision Plan, approved under Subdivision Rules and Regulations, there may be 
a need for the Planning Board to re-open the special permit hearing. Upon completion of several of these conditions the fi nal design may change, 
therefore resulting in either minor or substantial variations (for defi nitions, see Section VI.1.C.).
The following are several boilerplate conditions that will be applicable in all permits and should be part of the Decision by the Board:

1.  The Basic Maximum Number of [lots, units, bedrooms] granted by the special permit is ___, conditioned upon Defi nitive Subdivision   
Approval. (Due to the fact that offi cial soil percolation tests are not required during the special permit process the permit indicates a   
maximum potential number of lots/units/bedrooms that the developer must then substantiate during Defi nitive Subdivision Approval.)

2.  The design specifi cations and engineering drawings of the proposed street layouts, wastewater management, water supply systems, stormwater 
drainage appurtenances, and other site infrastructure of the proposed development will be determined during the forthcoming Defi nitive Plan 
approvals.

3.  The [Sketch Plan or Preliminary Plan] is conditioned upon Conservation Commission approval of resource delineation and an Order of 
Conditions/Request for Determination of Applicability.

4.  The [Sketch Plan or Preliminary Plan] is conditioned upon Board of Health approval needed for Title 5, if applicable.
5.  The [Sketch Plan or Preliminary Plan] is conditioned upon Planning Board approval for Defi nitive Subdivision Approval.
6.  All other case-specifi c conditions deemed necessary by the Planning Board to provide safeguards, including bonding, to secure the objectives 

of this bylaw, and to protect health, safety, and welfare of the inhabitants of the neighborhood and the Town
7.  The [Sketch Plan or Preliminary Plan] is conditioned upon compliance with all other required local, state, and federal permits.
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XII. INCREASES IN PERMISSIBLE DENSITY

G.L. c. 40A, s. 9 specifi cally authorizes an increase in otherwise permissible density (“density bonus”) by special permit. The choice to offer a 
density bonus lies entirely with the town meeting. An alternative residential bylaw has signifi cant incentives without a density bonus. Reduced lot 
sizes ought to reduce infrastructure costs associated with shorter and narrower roads, less pipe, and less cut and fi ll. Groton, for example, has found 
most developers willing to use its alternative bylaw without density bonuses. Westford, on the other hand, has offered an increase of up to 50% for 
the provision of certain amenities. Some examples are set forth, below: 

The Planning Board may award a density bonus to increase the number of dwelling units beyond the Basic Maximum Number. The density bonus 
for the CSD shall not, in the aggregate, exceed fi fty percent (50%) of the Basic Maximum Number. Computations shall be rounded to the lowest 
number. A density bonus may be awarded in the following circumstances:

1.  For each additional ten percent (10%) of the site (over and above the required 50%) set aside as open space, a bonus of fi ve percent (5%) 
of the Basic Maximum Number may be awarded; provided, however, that this density bonus shall not exceed 25% of the Basic Maximum 
Number.

2.  For every two (2) dwelling units restricted to occupancy by persons over the age of fi fty-fi ve, one (1) dwelling unit may be added as a density 
bonus; provided, however, that this density bonus shall not exceed 10% of the Basic Maximum Number. 

Where the town has adopted a design manual for alternative residential development, a density bonus may be offered for consistency with the 
manual.

3.  Where the Planning Board determines that the development is in substantial conformance with the document entitled “Town of ___________, 
Residential Design Guidelines,” a bonus of up to fi fteen (15%) percent of the Basic Maximum Number may be awarded.

  
The provision of affordable housing can also be tied to a density bonus:

4.  For every two (2) dwelling units restricted to occupancy for a period of not less than fi fteen (15) years by persons or families who qualify 
as low or moderate income, as those terms are defi ned for the area by the Commonwealth’s Department of Housing and Community 
Development, one (1) dwelling unit may be added as a density bonus; provided, however, that this density bonus shall not exceed 10% of 
the Basic Maximum Number.  

Other towns award a density bonus for diversifi cation of housing types, architectural consistency, and resource protection. In order to minimize 
impacts on the school system, a bylaw may require all dwelling units awarded as a density bonus to be one or two bedroom units.
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FOOTNOTES
1 There are many names for conservation development techniques that each refers to an alternative to conventional subdivision of land, including 
cluster development, open space preservation, and landscape preservation. This model will primarily use Conservation Subdivision Design, or CSD, 
to represent these possible names. A community needs to select the term most meaningful to it.

2 For example, in Tebo v. Board of Appeals of Shrewsbury, 22 Mass. App. Ct. 618, 624 (1986), the issuance of a special permit for gravel removal 
was accompanied by this condition: “Before commencing any operation, a detailed plan of dust control must be submitted to the Board for approval.” 
Abutters complained that this condition “postpones for future action a determination of substance, the fatal weakness of the special permit in Weld.” 
Id. at 623-624. The court annulled the special permit and remanded the matter to the board.

3 It should be noted that this table is for conceptual purposes only. Lot areas subject to 50% open space requirements were reduced by three-quarters; 
areas subject to 70% open space requirements were reduced by seven-eighths.
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